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Public Hearing on Long distance transports of live animals to third countries: Checks and issues
when leaving the EU

QUESTIONS FROM EPP

QUESTIONS In your professional opinion, do you think the transport of genetic material could replace the transport of live animals for breeding purposes
to third countries completely? Do the recipients have the technology and expertise to work with the genetic material instead of pregnant
cows? Do you think unweaned calves can be transported and if so, which conditions need to be met?

ANSWERS In our opinion transport of genetic material cannot replace the transport of breeding animals. The recipients may have the expertise to work
with the genetic materials and experts can be invited to the local country, but this time is too long for the farmers.
After receiving the genetic material it takes nine months to have the young calf and another two years to have a calved cow for milking.
People who make investment in building dairy farms, they want to milk as soon as possible. So, from this point of view genetic material can’t
replace the transportation of live animals at all.

In our opinion unweaned calves shouldn’t be transported over nine hours.
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QUESTIONS FROM GREENS/EFA

QUESTIONS Report on animal welfare during exports (DG SANTE 6834) state that “the available information indicates that most transporters do not meet
applicable EU rules after leaving the Union. The absence of agreements with EU neighbouring countries, together with poor retrospective
checks and the inability of Member States to ascertain the conditions of transport and the feasibility of the plan for that part of the journey
contribute to that concern.”

Regarding the lack of feedback from third countries on the condition of animals during transport and at arrival (DG(SANTE) 2019-6835), it is
impossible for Member States to assess compliance. To enforce this Court ruling, would mean for Member States to refuse any export of
animals towards non-EU countries (obvious link with meat trade).
If we look at transports in the Middle East and in North Africa, they do not fulfill European law but are totally outside the sphere of influence
of the organiser: no authorization of the local transport company, no approval of the lorries and no certification of competence of the person
responsible for the load, and, no contingency planning.

1. On which type of authorizations (if any) can a competent authority rely for transports continuing in a third country? (authorisation of
transporter, approval of trucks, approved resting stops, certificates of competence, contingency plans)

2. Is this information currently shared with the competent authority? If so, how and by whom?
3. How can competent authorities authorise transports to third countries, knowing that observation (direct or administrative) of the

transport until the very final destination is not possible?

ANSWERS 1. Currently the competent authorities can rely only on the above-mentioned authorizations. However, we think that there should be a
special authorization for the long-distance transports to third countries. These transports require special expertise and contacts to ensure the
welfare of the animals in all circumstances. This special permission should be given by an independent auditor company and the base of having
the certificate must be transparency. In case transport companies gave access to the documentation (video and photo material according to a
standard) of their transports without official investigation, then the responsible stakeholders could have continual controlling and monitoring
possibilities without using more human resources.

2. The transporter and the transport organizer prepare for the route together and share the plan with the competent authorities mostly
by mail.

3. At Hunland Trans we ask our drivers to document the whole journey. They film the loadings, unloadings and take photos of the bedding
and videos about the facilities in the third countries. We believe that the key for long distance transports is transparency and quality
assurance. We continually control the work of our drivers and the infrastructures. So, thanks to these documentations we can provide reports
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how we comply with EU legislations until the very final destination. We think that a webcam system could assure the quality of animal
handling on the staging points in third countries.

QUESTIONS Under Article 14 of Regulation 1/2005 organisers must submit a journey log which is realistic and indicates that the provisions of Regulation
1/2005 will be complied with, including for the stages of the journey which are to take place in the territory of non-EU countries (see final
paragraph of the Court’s judgment). The organiser must demonstrate that they have taken the weather conditions into account.

Where, under Regulation 1/2005, the transport needs to stop at a control post in a non-EU country to enable animals to be given feed, water
and 24 hours rest, the organiser must identify a place for the stop which either is a control post or provides facilities equivalent to those of an
EU approved control post ( paragraph 54/55 of the Court’s judgment).

However, it appears that neither the Commission nor most MS have reliable data of resting points outside of EU. In order to ensure practical
implementation of the Court ruling, it is therefore recommended by the Animal Welfare Platform that, where the organiser has not previously
used that place, he or his representative must visit the place before submitting a journey log, to ensure that it provides facilities equivalent to
those required by Council Regulation on control posts.

1. What data is available to verify the compliance of those stages of a journey outside of the EU? Which sources?
2. Is this pre-journey inspection a common way that animal transports outside EU are carried out? Are transport organisers able to

undertake this?
3. If not, on what basis and on what information do competent authorities currently validate journey log approvals, if information on

required control posts is missing?

ANSWERS 1. Planning part (1st page) of the Journey Log is controlled by the competent authorities with professional Route Planner softwares (e.g.
PTV). This well-known route planner software has been implemented into our ERP system and while it is based on our historical data, we give
feedback to the developers to make the calculations more accurate.
With the route planner softwares the veterinarians can control the length between the different points and the software gives information
also about the possible average travelling speed.

2. Yes, this is a common way and the professional transport organizers are able to undertake this.

3. We can speak out only on our experiences. Thanks to our long-term cooperation with many agriculture companies and farmers outside
the EU, we are able to find possible points for resting - which provide facilities equivalent to an EU approved control post - in all directions and
get photo and video materials for the pre-journey inspections.

After the arrival to these places our drivers take more photos and videos about every part of the facility and all materials could be sent to the
loading place’s competent authorities.
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QUESTIONS FROM THE LEFT

QUESTIONS EU-level ban of live animals exports
1. Under Regulation (EC) 1/2005 no animals should travel for more than eight hours without being rested. However, violations
occur on regular basis, especially when transporting animals outside EU to the third countries. Practice has shown that outside the EU
there is no real control system enforcing EU legislation. How can the EU ensure that current rules are enforced?

2. What do you think of the complete ban of live animal transports outside of the EU?

Alternative to live animal transport and exports
3. Exports of breeding animals to third countries have been an important business for your industry. Could you provide
evidence for having established stable breeding populations in third countries?

4. Would the exporting industry in Europe be able to support maintaining stable breeding populations by transporting genetic
material? If no, what would companies like yours need in order to make that switch?

5. Would the exporting industry in Europe be able to transport meat/carcasses instead of animals? If not, what would you need
in order to make that switch?

Loading practices on vessels
6. In your experience, do the animals usually have to wait a lot before loading on the vessels? If so, do you know what is the
cause and is there always a place for them to rest according to Regulation (EC) 1/2005? Otherwise, what could be done about it?

7. Some NGOs claim that most of the time, the place of destination indicated on the journey logs of the trucks having to load
animals onto a cargo ship bound for third countries is the port of exit from the EU and not the place of unloading in third countries.
Do you agree with this statement? If so, what are the consequences for the animals, and what would you recommend to solve this
problem?

8. In your opinion, do the competent authorities of member states have the necessary technical training to issue approvals to
livestock vessels and inspect them before loading to authorize or not their departure? If not, what should be done?

Veterinary controls
9. In your experience, is there always an official veterinarian present during loading of animals in the trucks/vessels? If not,
wouldn’t it be a good way to prevent infractions like too much density, lack of headspace, lack of adequate watering system,
mistreatment during loading, etc.?
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10. Do you think it would be possible, economically speaking and regarding human resources, to make controls during loading
mandatory?

ANSWERS 1. Currently, we experience that the controls had been focusing only on the transporter companies. In our opinion, the
transport organizer (owners of the animals) should be responsible for the animal welfare, as well. Through this we would
avoid that transport companies are only chosen by the price of the transport.

2. The transporters and the transport organizers should prove the compliance with the EU legislations. Continual GPS and
thermo tracking possibility should be given to the competent authorities and video/photo materials should be taken on
the resting points outside the EU. The best solution would be a webcam system on those staging points outside the EU.

3. With this system, all shipments could be controlled without requesting any data from transporters, so this would make the
process more effective.

4. Countries which import the animals from the EU are in need of those animals. In case of an EU ban on transports to third
countries, these importer countries would purchase the needed animals from South-America or Australia, etc. If we
focused on global animal welfare, this would mean even a higher risk because the transports from South-America or
Australia are much longer to the Middle-East or to the CIS countries than from Europe.

5. Yes, the average milk yield per cow has been rising significantly in the last ten years thanks to the arrival of animals with
better genetics.

6. The demand for milk production is the main question. The exporter companies are able to transport genetic materials, but
the importers do not want to wait almost three years, until the cows born from the genetic materials will be able to be
milked. After receiving the genetic material it takes nine months to have the young calf and another two years to have a
calved cow for milking.

7. Yes, the exporting industry is able to transport meat/carcasses and this is the trend. There are countries which always
need a certain number of live animals due to traditions and religious feasts. Compared to the total global quantity of meat
which people are consuming, the percentage of meat which is produced from animals transported on long distances, is
negligible.

8. No, most of the time the animals are loaded to the vessels shortly after arrival to the ports. In case, it is not possible, there
are resting facilities in all ports of Europe for keeping the animals until the vessels will be ready for loading.
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9. No, we don’t agree with this statement. Our company group always fill the journey logs till the arrival ports in the third
countries. Up to this point we have full controlling and monitoring possibility thanks to our supercargos who attend the
consignments on the voyages. After this point, the solution for the above-mentioned claim would be a Quality Assurance
System such as ESCAS, which is supported by the Australian Government. ESCAS system checks the full supply chain
including the transport companies (inside and outside the Australian borders) and the receival farms and slaughter
facilities.

10. In our opinion, the competent authorities have enough technical training and professional experience to approve the
livestock carrier vessels, but the level of controls are different in the various countries. In our experience the most
professional audits are made by the Portuguese competent authorities. The most optimal solution would be to centralize
the authorization of these vessels and rely on the highest standards, so, in our opinion the Portuguese one. Because of the
above-mentioned deviations, a centralized re-audit of the approvals should be done as soon as possible.

11. Yes, there is always a veterinarian present during the loading of animals into the trucks and the vessels.

12. The controls during loadings are already mandatory.


